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Leading elites are blind to the consequences of low-IQ immigration
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Differential fertility and the recent massive low-IQ migration from South to North
explain why Europe and the US get dumber by the day. Yet, leading political and
academic elites neither understand why, nor see the devastating consequences of
this demographic transition.
It is not difficult to illustrate how modern democracy and welfare states came
about, and why welfare and migration may destroy them again by making the
world dumber.
A couple of recent scientific reports have illustrated how freezing winters might
have weeded out the weak, the dumb, and the infirm migrants from the gene pool
as they headed north after leaving Africa in prehistoric times.
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According to British researcher Richard Lynn, low-IQ migrants tend to forget to
save food for the winter and secure warm clothing and protective shelter, so they
disappeared over time, leaving only the bright to cope in the cold. This selection
pressure produced the IQ gradient we see today, with an African average IQ of 70
at the low end, and a north-east Asian IQ of 105 at the high end.
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Danish average intelligence was about 98 IQ points in the 1960s, and this had
important implications. As IQ is 60-80 percent hereditary, Danish school children
could compete with the best in the world. IQ is closely related to GDP, an
economic measure of international competitive achievement, and due to its
average IQ, Denmark flourished and became one of the richest countries in the
world -despite the absence of natural resources.
Finnish researcher Tatu Vanhanen examined differences in average national IQs
and found that remarkably few, if any, countries with an average IQ below 90 had
ever established a democratic welfare state like Denmark. Intelligence is very
important for individual success but also so for the well-being of a country.
Tragically, as my research has shown, the co-appearance of high IQ, democracy
and welfare also spells self-destruction. Remember that it was natural Darwinian
selection in cold climates that raised northern IQs above the warm African level in
the first instance. The unfortunate fact is that the modern welfare state works
against this selection, precisely because its humane help to the poor, the dumb,
and the infirm, make them survive and reproduce in great numbers, where they
previously died. This cannot but increase the frequency of genes for low IQ, for
deleterious mutations and for disposition to psychopathology, and the dysgenic
process speeds up in future generations.
American researchers Herrnstein and Murray observed that increased welfare
meant that low-IQ mothers began to have more children, and to have them earlier
than highly educated mothers. Simple arithmetic shows that this gradually lowers
average female IQ as well as national IQ. Researcher Gerhard Meisenberg from
Dominica calculated that such factors make genotypic intelligence drop by 1,34 IQ
points per decade. This does not sound like much but has a dramatic effect over
time.
In addition to the harmful genetic effects produced by modern welfare states that
do not follow a rational population policy, Denmark also suffers from massive lowIQ immigration from non-Western countries, a flow speeding up since 1983. A
study from 2011 demonstrated that 98 percent of the immigrants entering Denmark
had no professional training whatsoever. That forces Danish average IQ down for
three different reasons. The first is simply that the higher the number of low-IQ
immigrants, the more will they drag down average national IQ. Second, Danes
have long suffered under a catastrophically low fertility rate, far below the
replacement rate of 2.05 children per woman, so Danes become fewer by the day.
Finally, the ethnic Danish population is rapidly ageing. The latter two factors mean
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that infertile ethnic Danes speed up the process of disappearing from the surface
of the earth. The first factor means that fertile, generally younger, low-IQ
immigrants continue to grow proportionally. Eventually they will make ethnic Danes
a minority in their own country. I estimate that this happens before the end of the
21st century, at which time national Danish average IQ will have dropped by 5
points to 93 – and still going down. In this light it is worth remembering, that
Finnish researcher Tatu Vanhanen was unable to find real democracies with an
average IQs below 90. By approximately 2050 we may expect that non-Western
immigrant children – with IQs between 75-80 – will form the majority in Danish
primary schools. This is where the future is determined.
The message to take home here is that the welfare state and its low fertility work
against natural selection and will make Danes a steadily dumber and receding
ethnicity. Genetic decay and low IQ spell disaster for any democracy and welfare
system. In fact, the harmful effects are already evident.
Where Danish school children could previously compete with the best in
international analyses of achievement, like the PISA studies, they have now
dropped deep down the scale. Tom Teasdale and David Owen of the University of
Copenhagen’s psychology department have found that the intelligence of Danish
conscripts continued to rise since the 1950s, but around the turn of the millennium
IQ had declined by 1.5 IQ points. Norwegian and British researchers observe
similar downward trends. An increasing proportion of children now leave primary
school without a certificate. Many immigrant children leave school as functional
illiterates or drop out from later educational programs. Many never get a job,
according to official statistics.
At a more general level, Gerhard Meisenberg from Dominica has estimated that a
drop of 5 IQ points means a drop of 35 percent in GDP. According to my own
research, a dramatic downsizing of the Danish economy will occur around the year
2070. This alone puts the very existence of the Danish welfare state at risk.
The sad situation is not unique for Denmark. Actually it is worse in Sweden. Not
only has Sweden had more immigrants from non-Western countries than Denmark,
but leading politicians even encourage further immigration. The first signs of an
imminent catastrophe are already there. In many Swedish counties the social
expenses to support non-Western immigrants and their children in need have
exploded. For example, in Wexsjö, foreign born consume 23.5 times more money
from the state than ethnic Swedes, and this is probably only the beginning. In all
large Swedish towns ethnic Swedes are estimated to become a minority by 2050.
A large city like Malmö is already close.
The demographic situation is still worse in Great Britain. Right now only 20 percent
of all children born in London are offspring of the dwindling group of ethnic Brits,
whereas the remaining 80 percent are from fertile immigrants. Clearly, nonWesterners are taking over Britain at exponential speed, that is, by doubling their
number per time interval. Few people understand the dire consequences of
exponential growth, but they will soon see a hard demonstration before their own
eyes.
The bleak situation is characteristic of the rest of Europe too, perhaps with Eastern
Europe as an exception. In the 14 largest German cities, every second child
comes from a migrant family. Ethnic Europeans will soon be wiped out of their
own countries by this ever-expanding colossal demographic transition. Their
national average IQs go down in the process, and when an average national IQ of
90 is reached, down go also their democracies and welfare. This also happens to
European-Americans in the US.
Yet, the subject is taboo almost everywhere. A scientific analysis of the Swedish
situation was sent to all large newspaper in the country but not one dared take up
the subject. Absolute Swedish silence, you can say. The European peoples have
never been asked by their leading political and academic elites if this is what they
want and the international agreements block any attempt to change this state of
affairs.
Another largely neglected aspect of immigration from non-Western countries into
Northern Europe is the following: The low intelligence of African migrants (average
IQs between 68 and 75) will not only drag drown, say, Danish IQ, but also
constitutes an inexcusable brain drain from non-Western countries, where
intelligent people are badly needed. An unknown number of migrants may have
higher than average IQ for their country. This makes both the non-Western and
the Western countries dumber, and everybody looses.
To sum up, not only Denmark but Europe and the US get dumber by internal
dysgenic decay and by northbound mass-immigration. This will have catastrophic
consequences for Western democracy and welfare, but non-Western countries will
also suffer.
Unfortunately, most ruling (left- or right-oriented) Western leaders are not only
seriously misguided by the illusion of equality but also blatantly ignorant of
biological realities, so they can’t see the elephant in the room. They eventually will,
but that will be beyond the point of no return. By then they have already
irreparably damaged the basic premise for the existence of a democratic welfare
state: An average national IQ above 90.
One may wonder how they can be held responsible for this crime against
democracy and humanity.
Helmuth Nyborg is professor emeritus of developmental psychology, University of
Aarhus, Denmark
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